
Recommendations are Fluid and Must Stay with Current, Federal, State, and Local Health Care Bodies and Governing Bodies

Return to Campus Considerations and Preparations

Pilot Return Project Advance Preparations for Team Return Projected: May 4th, 2020

Phase 1 Limited Reintegration Projected: June 8-15th, 2020

Phase 2 Limited Reintegration Projected: Fall Sports: July 6th & M&W Bldg July 15th Remaining FB July 23rd

All Sports Reintegration Return to Competitions

Create COVID-19 Team
- Align with current guidelines
- Evaluation of Resources & Asses Plans Needed for reintegration of staff and athletes
- PPE procurement
- Monitor athlete health remotely
- S&C considerations for athletes remotely
- Fitness availability/provisions
- Nutrition counseling/supplement
- Mental health monitoring/counseling
- Establish return to campus guidelines

-Govt. return guidelines (Quarantine)
- Screening procedures & supplies
- Technology, availability/accuracy

- Govt. COVID
- Quarantine/isolation planning
- Clinical/COVID requirements

- Consider:
  - Physician Mgmt. Local/Remote
  - Off-Campus Housing/Dining
  - Documentation
  - Admitting Procedures
  - Contact tracing (PERA/FERR)
  - Requirement for Clearance

- Infectious Disease Cluster Response Plan

- COVID Disinfection Planning (DICON)

- Local EMS/PST Res for COVID Cases

- Address Social Distancing Considerations
  - Team scheduling (Size Considerations)
  - Sports Med, Locker Room, WT. Room, Team Meeting Rooms, Academic Areas, High volume communal areas, Dining

- Continue w/ virtual team activities when possible

- Prevention Plan for Department

- Pre-Participation Clearance Plans

- Pre-Participation Clearances

- Safe Transition Planning to Athletics (S&C)
  - Adhere to consensus recommendations
  - Anticipate guidelines from NCA/A

- Evaluate anticipated procedures for athlete reintegration with small group of student

- Athletes, Limit access to only those medical areas and athletes for rehab only

- PPE and screening supplies required for all athletes

- Evaluates effectiveness of pre/post planning

- Continued Planning for Athlete/Team

- Integation

- PPE/Asses Needs/Capabilities

- Cont. Monitor Athlete Health Remotely

- Strength and Conditioning
  - Continue remote S&C planning
  - Develop transition/return plans based on timelines from NCA/A when released

- NUR/DIN = Continue remote counseling

- Develop planning for limited team return

- Cont. Mental Health Monitor/Counseling

- Establish Return to Campus Plans

- Govt. return guidelines (Quarantine)

- Screening procedures & Supplies

- Monitor test availability, scheduling

- Quarantine/isolation Planning Finalized

- Response to potential positive plan

- Infectious Disease Cluster Response

- Contact Tracing/Communications Plan

- Finalize Disinfection Planning (DICON)

- Supplies, Procedures, Responsibilities for:

- Establish Social Distancing Team Recomm.

- Team scheduling (Size Considerations)

- Sports Med, Locker Room, WT. Room, Team Meeting Rooms, Academic Areas, High volume communal areas, Dining

- Continue w/ virtual team activities when possible

- Prevention Plan

- Athlete/Staff Education/Compliance

- Language, Hand sanitation locations confirmed

- Pre-Participation Clearance Plans Finalized

- Initial Phased-In Reintegration of Athletes

- Tasks should be based on NCA/A guidelines

- Will occur ONLY when we are capable

- Bergstrom, Olsen WT room facility only

- Football Only – Delayed 10/8 divided into two teams of 54, 9 pods w/3 subs each

- All areas of return planning ready to trial/evaluate throughout return process

- Mandatory athlete education/responsibility & compliance expectations before starting

- Likely limited to athlete workouts only

- Limited to sports med, wt. room. Locker room

- Disinfection plan operationalized

- Considerations for group planning/separation, timing. Coordinate to ensure no overload of screening and medical coverage

- Evaluate weekly, adjustments

- Planning for remaining sport return and Fall competitions

- Ensure appropriate PPEs for expansion

- All areas of return planning readied for all remaining facilities

- Evaluate weekly, expand based on capabilities

- Continued Planning for Athlete/Team

- Reintegration For Any Remaining Football and Other Sports

- Ensure appropriate PPEs for expansion

- Continue Remote Athlete Health Monitoring

- Strength and Conditioning
  - Continue remote S&C planning
  - Develop transition/return plans

- Nutrition = Continue remote counseling

- Develop planning for team return

- Cont. Mental Health Monitor/Counseling

- Establish other Sport Return Plans

- Adhere to Govt. guidelines

- Disinfection Planning Supplies, Procedures, Responsibilities for all facilities

- Effective disinfection planning supplies, Procedures, Responsibilities for all facilities

- Recommendations for social distancing for each sport

- Prevention Plan

- Athlete/Staff Education/Compliance

- Language, Hand sanitation locations confirmed

- Pre-participation clearance plan expanded

- Continued Phased-In Reintegration of Athletes

- Remaining FB and other fall sports return planning

- Final Phase

- Will occur ONLY when we are capable

- Bergstrom, Olsen WT room facility only

- Football Only – Delayed 10/8 divided into two teams of 54, 9 pods w/3 subs each

- All areas of return planning ready to trial/evaluate throughout return process

- Mandatory athlete education/responsibility & compliance expectations before starting

- Likely limited to athlete workouts only

- Limited to sports med, wt. room. Locker room

- Disinfection plan operationalized

- Considerations for group planning/separation, timing. Coordinate to ensure no overload of screening and medical coverage

- Evaluate weekly, adjustments

- Planning for remaining sport return and Future competitions

- Ensure appropriate PPEs for expansion

- All areas of return planning readied for all remaining facilities

- Evaluate weekly, expand based on capabilities

- Continued Planning for Athlete/Team

- Reintegration For Any Remaining Football and Other Sports

- Ensure appropriate PPEs for expansion

- Continue Remote Athlete Health Monitoring

- Strength and Conditioning
  - Continue remote S&C planning
  - Develop transition/return plans

- Nutrition = Continue remote counseling

- Develop planning for team return

- Cont. Mental Health Monitor/Counseling

- Establish other Sport Return Plans

- Adhere to Govt. guidelines

- Disinfection Planning Supplies, Procedures, Responsibilities for all facilities

- Effective disinfection planning supplies, Procedures, Responsibilities for all facilities

- Recommendations for social distancing for each sport

- Prevention Plan

- Athlete/Staff Education/Compliance

- Language, Hand sanitation locations confirmed

- Pre-participation clearance plan expanded

- Return All Student-Athletes

- Consider with campus opening?

- Necessary facilities only

- All areas of return planning readied

- Mandatory athlete education/responsibility & compliance expectations before starting

- Considerations for group planning/separation, timing

- Coordinate to ensure no overload of screening and medical coverage

- Evaluate weekly, adjustments

- Planning for Competitions

- COVID exposure minimization planning

- Buses, flights, hotels, competition sites

- General Thoughts/Concerns

- EXPECT THIS PLAN TO CHANGE AS WORLD EVENTS CHANGE

- Until adequate treatment/prevention is developed, COVID cases will be quarantined for everyone in contact with a case. This is our biggest threat to success.

- Case likelihood will come from athletes/staff not adhering to guidelines AWAY from our facilities rather than in our facilities. Education and athlete/staff compliance to recommendations are a MUST for us to be successful.

- Testing likely mandatory on intake as of 5/22. Recommend PCR and antibody testing if possible

- All staff coming into contact with athletes will likely be mandatory screened daily as well until state is in Phase III of re-opening.